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Welcome
Since our last edition we have
recovered from our 2019 Conference
and Exhibition which, thanks
to people like you, was another
enormous success. The highlights are
online at biba.org.uk and you can see
a little of what went on there on page
8. We return to Manchester next year
on May 13 and 14; remember that any
employee of a BIBA member firm can
attend free of charge.
As I said it’s the people, and
brokers in particular, that make the
conference and indeed make our
sector what it is, and we have a strong
focus on our members in this edition.
Our regional structure helps us to
engage across the UK and on page 20
you can read about Simon Carlon’s
work as the Greater Manchester
Regional Chair.
With an eye on the future we have
a special feature on the BIBA Young
Broker Ambassadors on page 14.
Speaking of the future, forwardlooking member Pikl writes about
the growing sharing economy, and
our Innovation section this time
focuses on the outcomes of BIBA’s
Hackathon2019.
I hope you enjoy the read, and if
you have something to shout about
email bibacomms@biba.org.uk and
we’ll try and feature it online or in the
magazine. Remember we can always
share you social outputs if you tag
@bibabroker on twitter or @biba or
#biba on linkedIn.

Pam Quinn
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CEO UPDATE

Thinking about ourselves
and planning for the future
Steve White reflects on BIBA 2019, looks forward to the regional tour and
explains that raising awareness about mental wellbeing is imperative

A

s summer rolls around, it
gives us the chance to reflect
on the year to date and to take
a look ahead at what might
happen next.
The BIBA Conference is a regular
spring highlight and this year was
no different. A record number of
delegates, exhibitors and brokers, plus
overwhelmingly positive feedback,
mark ‘Leading The Way’ as a great
success. The Conference was held
during Mental Health Awareness Week
and the subject was certainly one of the
most discussed in Manchester. During
my address from the main stage I said
the following:
“It is widely accepted that at least
one in four adults in the UK suffer from
periods of mental ill-health, with stress
being a particularly significant cause.
The authoritative Annual
Global Risks Report from
the Marsh & McLennan
Companies, and
Zurich Insurance
Group, puts the
number affected
at more than 700
million people
worldwide. Nearly a
third of UK business

leaders say they have struggled with
depression. The fallacy of successful
businesses only being run by ‘flawless’
leaders is utter rubbish. This is a real
problem that affects a huge number
of people, including those who lead.
Quite rightly, we are doing all we can to
raise awareness, actively encouraging
firms to develop a culture of openness
throughout their businesses around
mental wellbeing”.
The panel debate on the Thursday
morning featuring Professor Green,
Katie Piper and Andrew Flintoff, hosted
by Professor Tanya Byron, was both
hugely informative and riveting and
many people have since told me it was
one of the best sessions they had ever
seen at a BIBA Conference. With interest
in mental wellbeing in the workplace
accelerating, we are speaking to firms
and providers of support services to put
in place guidance and assistance for
members, which we hope to make
available via the BIBA website
shortly.
The regulation session at
Conference highlighted the
breadth of work the FCA is
conducting in our space, and
elsewhere in this edition you can
find further details. With the Senior

Managers & Certification Regime
(SM&CR) going live later in the year, I do
recommend you take a close look at the
eight-page SM&CR special edition of
Compliance Rules issued recently.
This autumn we will once again
undertake a regional tour. The tour
is hugely important for us from three
perspectives. Firstly, it demonstrates
the visibility that I promised of the
BIBA Executive when taking on this
role six years ago. Secondly, it allows
us to update members in detail about
what BIBA is doing for you and why. But
thirdly, and most importantly, it gives
members the chance to let us know what
you want us to lobby for, on your behalf
during the year ahead. That feedback
genuinely forms the basis of our
annual member manifesto. So I would
encourage all members to get involved
with the tour and to give us your input.
Finally a word of thanks to all our
members that get involved with BIBA at
regional level. Your support is vital to us
and is gratefully received.

Steve White, BIBA Chief Executive
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NEWS

All change on the
BIBA board
BIBA has announced some key changes
to its main board in the last few weeks.
Firstly, in planning for the end of
tenure of our current Chair, Lord Hunt of
Wirral, at the end of December 2019, and
following consultation with members,
we have opted for an independent
chair, one with links to both politics
and the insurance sector. Jonathan
Evans, a current non-executive director
of BIBA, a former Insurance Minister
and previously chair of the All-Party
Parliamentary Group on Insurance, will
take the helm on 1 January 2020.
Steve White, BIBA CEO, said: “We are
delighted that Jonathan has agreed to
take the position of Chair, his experience,
credentials and insights will certainly
help BIBA to continue to lead the way. I
will be sorry to see David (Hunt) stand
down. He has helped steer BIBA very
successfully over the last six years
through some times of enormous
change.”
Jonathan added: “I am delighted to
accept the role of Chair. As I’ve worked
closely with the team for a year now, I’m
really looking forward to helping BIBA
continue its successful trajectory.”
On 1 May a new non-executive director
joined the board, Caroline Barr, a highly
experienced, respected former civil
servant with a commercial background
in financial services. She is a member of
the Financial Services Consumer Panel
and has represented the panel with
Government at senior level. She said: “I
am really looking forward to being part of
BIBA and working with Steve and the rest
of the team. The landscape for insurance
broking is changing fast, making this an
interesting time to be involved in such an
influential organisation.”
Finally, Laura High, Director at Yutree
Insurance, has been made Deputy Chair,
and John Batty, Director of Technical
Services at Bridge Insurance Brokers,
takes up her former position as Chair of
the Regional Chairs’ Advisory Board also
joining the main Board. Laura replaces
Julie Page, CEO of Aon Risk Solutions who
has completed five years on the Board.
Laura said: “It’s an honour to be Deputy
Chair. I am delighted to be continuing my
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Jonathan Evans

Caroline Barr

Laura High

John Batty

work on the Board, and taking forward
important broker issues.” John added:
“It is a privilege to join BIBA’s Board and
I will ensure there is a strong voice on
the issues raised through BIBA’s regional
committees.”
Steve White concluded: “Julie has made
an exceptional contribution to BIBA and
the Board and we thank her for her hard
work. I am pleased that both Laura and

John will take up these important roles
and continue to represent brokers at the
highest levels.”
“I am also looking forward to
working with Caroline, learning from
her involvement in policymaking,
Government and lobbying to shape BIBA’s
future strategy. All of these changes will
bring a fresh viewpoint to our table and
are very positive for the future.”

We are delighted that Jonathan has agreed
to take the position of Chair, his experience,
credentials and insights will certainly help BIBA
to continue to lead the way

Promoting the
profession
Esther Shaw was named as the 2019
BIBA Journalist of the Year at BIBA’s
annual awards ceremony in June.
The highly coveted awards, which
are judged by an independent panel
of experts, showcase the work that
journalists, broadcasters, publications
and other influential media providers
do to increase the understanding of
insurance.
Steve White, BIBA CEO said: “It is 37
years since BIBA held its first journalist

awards, and this year we added in some
new categories to reflect the changing
face of the media.”
“Esther is a very respected and highly
successful freelance journalist in the
general insurance consumer space.
“Working hard behind the scenes,
she is an expert in her field and
champions insurance and consumer
issues – bridging the gap between the
industry and consumers in a fair and
balanced way.”

Esther Shaw

BIBA Journalist and Media Awards 2019 winners
Scoop of the Year Award
Winner: Charlie Thomas,
The Insurance Insider

Best Consumer Award

Winner: Esther Shaw, writing for
The Mail on Sunday
Highly Commended: Sara Benwell,
writing for The Daily Mirror

Best Trade Award

Best Visual Media Award NEW

Winner: David Whittam, Insurance Post

Best Thought Leadership Award NEW
Winner: Rachel Dalton, The Insurance
Insider
Highly Commended: James Daley,
Freelance

Best Campaign Award NEW

Winner: Jennifer Frost, Insurance Post

Winner: Victoria Bischoff,
The Daily Mail

Most Promising Newcomer Award

Best Digital or Broadcast Award

Best Interview / Profile Award

Best Publication Award NEW

Winner: Harry Curtis, Insurance Post
Winner: Ida Axling, Insurance Age

Winner: Insurance Age team
Winner: Insurance Post

Best Investigative Journalism Award
Winner: Sara Benwell, writing for
The Sun
Highly Commended: Matt Scott,
Insurance Times

NEW

BIBA Journalist of the Year
Esther Shaw, Freelance

JUDGES
Nick Hobbs, Director of Broker Market, Allianz
Insurance, Laura High, Director, Yutree Insurance,
Tulsi Naidu, CEO, Zurich, Jonathan Evans, NonExecutive Director of the BIBA Board, Roy White,
Chairman, UK Specialities, Marsh, Elinor Zuke,
Owner, Zuke Communications, Keith Stern,
Regional Manager, UK & Ireland, Lloyd’s of London,
Huw Evans, Director General, Association of British
Insurers, Barbara Schnöhofer, Founder, The
Insurance Supper Club, Madeleine Little, Head of
Communications for the UK and EMEA, Aon

Waite wastes no time in building
Premium Credit team
Tara Waite the new CEO of Premium
Credit, who replaces former CEO Tom
Woolgrove, has made three key executive
appointments as she looks to move the
business forward.
Owen Thomas has joined as chief
sales officer from RSA where he led the
strategy and engagement for global broker
relationships; and Josie Pileio has been
recruited as HR director. The duo will be

joined in September by Jon Howells who
has been appointed chief commercial
officer for the insurance premium finance
business – joining from Close Brothers
Premium Finance.
Tara, who joined Premium Credit in June
commented: “It’s an exciting time to be
a part of Premium Credit as we continue
to focus on enhancing our business
operations and customer experience.”
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NEWS – CONFERENCE UPDATE

Former MI5 Boss
Eliza ManninghamBuller shares her
experiences

Busy at the exhibition

Steve White on stage

Hacksters hacking

Ryan Legge presented with the
young broker award by host Huw
Edwards and Professor Green

Asking insurers the big questions;
LtoR Julie Page, Aon; Jon Dye, Allianz;
Tulsi Naidu, Zurich and Darren Rowe,
Allied World

Discussing mental health with Professor Green,
Freddie Flintoff and Katie Piper

Ian Crowder receives the Francis
Perkins award from Lord Hunt

Conference round up
The 2019 BIBA Conference and
Exhibition once again hosted many
many insurance professionals all keen to
learn in the seminar and fringe sessions,
hear from the speakers, meet friends
and colleagues and of course get some
business deals done.

Congratulations to:

Ian Crowder, an insurance PR legend
and big supporter of brokers, won the
Francis Perkins Award.
Recently retired, Ian was with AA
Insurance for 15 years and worked
particularly closely with BIBA on
government campaigning issues.
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The judges chose Ian because of his
commitment, courtesy, collaboration
and indeed kindness which has been
exemplary. He has been an enthusiastic
advocate of BIBA and insurance broking
and is a very worthy winner of the
prestigious award. Congratulations!

Looking to the future…

We celebrated the talent in our sector
with the three finalists of the 2019
Young Broker of the Year in the main
auditorium. The winner Ryan Legge
of Hayes Parsons was presented with
his trophy on the main stage by Huw
Edwards and Professor Green. The
judges said they were impressed by
his commitment and professionalism,
not only to his day job where he has
an impressive track record but also
his desire to promote the insurance
industry via the Hayes Parsons

apprenticeship scheme, which he also
oversees.
Professor Green then moved onto
conference’s Young Broker Day which
centres around the needs and interests
of brokers aged under 30 at the early
stages of their careers joining the
profession and spoke about his life, work
and battling mental health issues.
Liam Gray, of Startupbootcamp and
David Wilson of Baringa Partners led a
debate on how innovation can be taken
back to the office and the YBD delegates
also got to hear from the Hack winners –
the Grey team.
Read more about the Hack on page 28.

BIBA 2020

Mark the date and place in your diary:
Manchester Central, May 14 and 15
2020, free for all members; we’ll see you
there.

2019 Regional Tour
hits the road soon
Steve White and Graeme Trudgill will be coming to town near you by plane, train and automobile to share what BIBA has been doing to
represent you this year. It’s also your opportunity to have your say about what’s on your mind and to talk about how BIBA can support you.
The events are closed-door discussions and free to all members: booking will be open soon.
We hope to see you there.
DATE

TIME

REGION

LOCATION

11 Sep

12.00

Northern Ireland – Belfast

Titanic Hotel Belfast, 6 Queens Road, Belfast, Northern Ireland BT3 9DT

18 Sep

12.00

London & South East – Guildford

Guildford Harbour Hotel, 3 Alexandra Terrace, High Street, Guildford, Surrey GU1 3DA

26 Sep

09.30

Anglia – Cambridge

The Moller Centre, Churchill College, Storey’s Way, Cambridge CB3 0DE

8 Oct

12.00

West of England – Bristol

Bristol Marriott Hotel, 2 Lower Castle Street, Old Market, Bristol BS1 3AD

9 Oct

TBC

South Wales – Cardiff

Jurys Inn Cardiff, Park Place, Cardiff CF10 3UD

16 Oct

12.00

Greater Manchester

Malmaison Manchester, Piccadilly, Manchester M1 1LZ

17 Oct

12.00

Merseyside – Liverpool

The Racquet Club, 5 Chapel Street, Liverpool L3 9AG

24 Oct

TBC

Yorkshire & Northern – Leeds

Elland Road, Leeds LS11 0ES

29 Oct

TBC

Scotland – Falkirk

Scotland Event; Polmont, Falkirk

31 Oct

12.00

London & South East – London

ACORD Auditorium, 8th Floor, 1 Minster Court, Mincing Lane, London EC3R 7AA

31 Oct

12.00

West Midlands – Birmingham

The ICC, Broad Street, Birmingham, West Midlands B1 2EA

Renovation Plan

The specialist property renovation insurance
broker providing a BIBA-approved scheme for
properties under construction, renovation or
conversion
Cover can be provided for residential or commercial projects and can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building
Contents
Contract Works
Liabilities
Own Tools & Plant
Non-Negligence Liability

•
•
•
•
•

Hired in Plant
Advanced Loss of Rent or Interest
Terrorism
Flexible Policy Terms
Refunds on Cancellation

Renovation Plan is a trading name of Aston Lark Limited Registered in England and Wales
No : 02831010 Registered office: Ibex House, 42-47 Minories, London, EC3N 1DY
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

For more information contact us
01621 784840 | www.renovationplan.co.uk
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NEWS

DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY
BIBA SCHEME WEBINAR
14 August
Product Recall presented by
CFC Underwriting

GREATER MANCHESTER
29 August
An Introduction to Business
Interruption Insurance
(Young Broker Event)

SOUTH WALES
GOLF DAY
4 September

WEST MIDLANDS
COMPLIANCE FORUM
4 September

GREATER MANCHESTER
GOLF DAY
17 September

BIBA looks to Facebook
to promote brokers
BIBA has launched its own Find
Insurance Services Facebook page in
a move designed to support our work
on improving access to insurance and
smarter signposting.
Steve White, BIBA CEO commented:
“Using social media is yet another
way that we can reach out to a wider
audience to raise the profile of brokers,
encouraging the public to contact us
to put them in touch with members.”
Steve also urged members to help raise
awareness of the page with likes and
shares, adding that “content, shares and
likes are key to building up followers and
gaining traction.”
BIBA’s Find Insurance services
are designed to direct customers to
members. You can play a part in the

success of this service by making sure
you keep the details about the specialist
insurance you can provide up to date on
our website.

MERSEYSIDE, WEST CHESHIRE,
NORTH WALES AND IOM
COMPLIANCE FORUM
18 September

GREATER MANCHESTER
19 September
LinkedIn Training

For full details and booking information
please visit www.biba.org.uk

BOLLINGTON
WILSON GETS
PERSONAL
The Bollington Wilson Group has
appointed Phil Evans as Personal Lines
Managing Director, taking on responsibility
for developing the broker’s personal
lines operations under the Bollington
Insurance, ChoiceQuote, Quoteline Direct
and Wilsons brands.
Evans joins from Carole Nash, having
overseen the integration of Carole Nash’s
business with Autonet under Ardonagh
in his role as Operations Director. Paul
Moors, CEO of Bollington Wilson, said:
“The appointment of Phil Evans makes
a strong statement that we are looking
to substantially grow our personal lines
business.”
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BIBA mini-series
now on air
BIBA has partnered for a second time with ITN Productions to create another ‘boxset’ highlighting the good work of the insurance sector, which is available to view on
the BIBA website.
This year’s programme contains two videos designed to directly help broker
members raise their profile with potential customers and employees. The Value of
a Broker animation highlights how brokers add value to customers (in under three
minutes); and Insurance Broking – an industry for young people – promotes working in
the profession and features two younger BIBA brokers talking to Natasha Kaplinsky
about their careers.
BIBA members can embed the videos within their own websites. Full instructions
are available at www.biba.org.uk

Awareness Week 2019 A BRAND
NEW WAY
- A big thank you from
The Insurance Charities TO MANAGE
The Insurance Charities would like
to thank all the BIBA members and
their firms who supported this year’s
Awareness Week. So many of you got
involved by posting on social media and
organising activities such as cake sales
and fancy-dress days.
This year was The Insurance Charities
biggest Awareness Week yet, thanks to
their fantastic network of supporters.
They reached over 78,000 insurance
employees - 2,000 more than last year
and distributed more than 500 boxes and
200 bags of giveaways to raise the profile
of the support the Charity can offer.
Each year The Insurance Charities
help hundreds of insurance employees
and their families in times of need. They
help with one-off payments to finance
essential items such as household

repairs, washing machines and mobility
aids.
The charity also provides on-going
financial help giving regular support
where income is restricted or insufficient
and give practical support to those with
health, money and housing concerns.
www.theinsurancecharities.org.uk

BIBA scheme for young
drivers expanded
BIBA’s scheme for young driver
telematics has been extended to all of
scheme provider Marmalade’s insurance
solutions following the move to have all
of its car sharing insurance underwritten
by Ageas.
Crispin Moger, CEO for Marmalade,
explained: “Marmalade chooses its
partners carefully to ensure they
understand our values and share the
passion we maintain as a business. I
am confident Ageas is the right partner
for Marmalade to work with to continue
challenging the industry and reshaping
insurance products available for learner
and young drivers.”
Ageas will be underwriting all of
Marmalade’s Car Sharing insurance
products which allow young drivers
flexibility to get on the road without
risking the car owner’s no claims
discount.
The scheme will now include flexible
Learner Driver Insurance; short-term
Student Driver Insurance; and telematicsbased Named Young Driver Insurance.

YOUR BIBA

We are launching a new way to access
member resources via the BIBA
website. The changes have been
designed to help you get the most out of
membership. You will be able to update
your details, book events and webinars,
view and pay invoices and maintain your
communication preferences.
In our all new system every employee
of every member firm can have their
own log on to access all of these
member resources at
www.biba.org.uk.
If you don’t receive an email about
setting up your account, you will be
able to register for a log-in via the BIBA
website. Once we have rolled-out these
changes, all access to our member
only content and member events and
webinars will be through your own
individual log in.
The resources for BIBA brokers
remain the same, don’t miss out on:
- Technical and regulatory advice,
updates and support
- Exclusive member-only publications
and guides e.g. The Broker Magazine,
Compliance Rules, cyber and
terrorism insurance guides
- Continual Professional Development
(CPD) from our popular webinars
- Educational, social and networking
events
- BIBA schemes and facilities
- Free access to Litmus Test Report
due diligence tool when considering
unrated insurers
- Updating your entry on our customer
Find Insurance Service
This is a whole new world for BIBA
members, come and join in.
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REPRESENTING YOU

Meeting the
decision makers
Graeme Trudgill provides an update on ongoing work to
represent members’ views in these turbulent times

T

he corridors of
Westminster are once
again abuzz with
insurance broking
issues, in these turbulent times
for the UK. At BIBA 2019 (our now
Prime Minister) Boris Johnson MP,
tipped his hat into the leadership
race. After battling the resultant
media furore we returned to the
daily endeavour of lobbying for
positive change and preventing
unwanted change.

– have launched a ‘Find
Insurance’ Facebook page to
help more customers find a
BIBA broker.
– are involved in building a
solution to help people seeking
protection insurance, we
are discussing renewing
the agreement on age and
Insurance with the Government
Equalities office.
– are reviewing and working up
our response to the FCA’s new
consultation paper Signposting
to travel insurance for consumers
with medical conditions and
are optimistic of a positive
outcome so brokers will be
part of the solution to create a
better customer journey. We will
keep you updated through our
regular emails.

MEETING DECISION
MAKERS

Westminster is seeing changes:
incoming new ministers; ongoing
Brexit negotiations; a new Queens
speech; a Government spending
review and a budget. But what have
we been doing to represent you?

MANIFESTO UPDATE
You said you wanted the FCA to
adopt a new signposting solution
for medical travel insurance.

Graeme Trudgill
is BIBA’s
Executive
Director

We...
– were pleased Government
recognised the positive work
done by the BIBA Find Insurance
Service in their official reply to
the Treasury Select Committee
‘Consumer Access to Financial
Services’ inquiry.’
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We have progressed work on the
‘No DSS’ issue.
We attended a stakeholder
meeting at 10 Downing Street
regarding the availability of
insurance for landlords wanting
to lease to tenants on benefits.
In attendance were Housing
Ministers, Heather Wheeler MP
and Will Quince MP.
We met senior people from
Shelter to understand why
landlords are citing insurance as

Michael Gove MP

a barrier to taking on this type of
tenant. At the meeting we showed
how BIBA brokers can easily place
buildings and contents insurance
for this sector and explained that
credit referencing agencies used
to ‘score’ tenants and the resultant
underwriting action is the main
challenge causing insurers to
decline landlords rent protection
insurance.
Flood risk properties have been
high on the agenda. We spoke on
BBC Radio 4 and are responding
to consultations from both the
Environment Agency and DEFRA
as well as the five-year review
from Flood Re. Because of these
activities we have corresponded
with Secretary of State for the
Environment, Michael Gove MP.
We believe good progress is
being made towards an insurance
industry code of practice on
standards for flood resilience
measures that will lead to wider
acceptance of risks and more
opportunities to allow ‘build back
better’.
We continue to question
Government on how the 0.5%
Insurance Premium Tax collected
specifically for flood defence
measures is actually being spent.

We believe good progress is being made towards
an insurance industry code of practice on
standards for flood resilience measures

Meeting at Downing
Street

ALSO ON THE AGENDA
In July the Lord Chancellor
announced a change in the
Personal Injury Discount Rate from
minus 0.75% to minus 0.25%, a
small step in the right direction but
nowhere near enough. We do not
believe that the Lord Chancellor
paid sufficient attention to the Wells
vs Wells finding that claimants
should neither be under, nor over
compensated we believe that a
rate of minus 0.25% is more likely
to result in over compensation
rather than under compensation.
Government actuaries actually
advised the optimal rate to be plus
0.25% which they showed would
have brought a 50/50 chance of
the claimant being under or over
compensated.
In addition, the premise that
a significant number of low-risk
investments will lose money is
incongruous with investment
market practice.
As a result, compared to early
2017, claims awards are still likely
to remain higher with the resultant
unintended consequences
affecting premiums and adequacy
of levels of liability cover.
HMRC’s Operational review of
IPT is based on anecdotal evidence
that over the years, the model has
shifted from commission-based
broker remuneration to charging
administration and arrangement fees
directly to customers.
BIBA was able to demonstrate
that FCA data shows this to
be incorrect. Data indicates a
reduction in the percentage of
income from fees in the last two

recorded years; and in fact it is now
at 11%, now the same as it was in
2013!
We pointed out that operational
changes needed to collect and
pay IPT on fees is likely to cost the
industry and clients millions of
pounds more than HMRC is likely to
gain in tax revenue.
Our position remains one of
support for brokers to be fairly
remunerated which means that
if a broker conducts professional
services solely for the client
(outside of any work for the insurer)
it is appropriate for the client to
pay a suitable fee. The level of a
broker’s fee bears no relation and is
not directly linked to the premium
charged by the insurer which we
accept attracts IPT.
We await the HMRC response.

BREXIT
• As we go to press – the direction
of the Brexit outcomes could be
anywhere while any deal remains
uncertain. Working again with
KPMG we have launched an
updated Brexit Navigator which
you will soon find online.
• We’re pleased that Government
has extended the temporary
permissions regime until 30th
October.
• We have seen that motor insurers
have reintroduced systems
to ensure brokers are able to
provide clients with Green
Cards - but we are still lobbying
to remain in the free circulation
zone.
• It’s still important for us to

understand both the European
Parliament’s and EIOPA’s
agendas and we have been to the
BIPAR conference to keep abreast
of issues.

DCMS ONLINE HARMS
BIBA responded to a consultation
jointly held by the Home Office and
the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport on the topic of
Online Harms. We highlighted
Claims Management Companies’
use of Google Ad words which may
dupe policyholders in to contacting
them, as well as the use of social
media by fraudsters who illegally
offer insurance policies.

FUTURE LLOYD’S
OF LONDON
We took some members to the
Lloyd’s Lab to look at the innovation
process there and have responded
to their future strategy
consultation. Lloyd’s is changing
and the consultation covers many
areas including their main aims
and issue like the Lloyd’s risk
exchange and the syndicate-in-abox strategy.
Our response position has
been principally around access
for regional brokers and deep
concerns about capacity for the
decile ten classes.
• BIBA consultation responses are
available on www.biba.org .uk and
our Manifesto document with our
calls and commitments can also be
found there.

BREAKING!

New Government
We are pleased that Boris Johnson’s cabinet includes ministers we already know.
Andrea Leadsom (Business Secretary) and Sajid Javid (Chancellor) have launched
previous Manifesto’s and Ben Wallace (Defence Seretary) helped with our Terrorism
Guide. Nicky Morgan (Digital, Culture, Media & Sport Secretary) appeared in our 2018
ITN video on IPT and we are very pleased that John Glen who launched this year’s
Manifesto has been reappointed EST (The Insurance Minister).
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YOUNG BROKERS

BIBA’s YBA’s Speak Out
Setting up mentoring networks, organising social and CPD events, picking up BIBA policy
intel from regional committees and providing an informal support network the length and
breadth of the UK, BIBA’s Young Broker Ambassadors are kept busy

F

ive of them tell The Broker
about their activities and
share their aspirations
and visions for the future.

Did you become brokers by choice
or accident?
Kelsey: I knew I wanted to work
in the finance sector and a
recruitment company told me
that insurance had the most
opportunities. I took their advice
and joined Griffiths and Armour
as an apprentice when I was 18.
Five years later I’ve grown my own
book of business and the clients I
deal with now are much bigger.
Courtney: I had trained as a
hairdresser but took a job in
telesales at a firm where my
godfather worked as there were
more opportunities to progress
and the pay was better. I started off
cold calling prospective clients and
moved my way up through fleet,
self-drive hire and eventually into
London to work on larger corporate
cases. I’m getting involved in some
operations and organic growth
initiatives now and my goal is to
move into an account exec role and
eventually management.
Can you tell us about your careers
so far?
Ashley: I walked past the Lloyd’s
Building every day and knew I
wanted to work there. I joined
one of the last few independent
family- owned Lloyd’s brokers.
It’s great because we have such a
diverse book of business we get
exposed to so much that is going

YBAs working on Careers in Insurance
The YBAs are working on ways that the broking
sector can attract new talent into our sector.
They will be working with schools, colleges, and
careers professionals to highlight the enormous
variety, fun and great opportunities that comes
with working in insurance broking.
If you want to get involved, contact your YBA.
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on around the world. I’ve handled
binders in Israel, Canada and
across Europe and also work on a
book of business in professional
motorsport.
Lauren: I work in M&A,
compliance and sometimes
underwriting for the equine and
farm accounts as well. I literally
get involved in anything anyone
throws at me.
Bethan: Because I work for
a smaller company with less
people, I have a dual role, but my
main day-to-day activities are
client-facing and I specialise in
technology clients.
What’s the best thing about
broking?
Bethan: One day I went to a toilet
roll manufacturer. The next day I
went to a Zip World company. The
day after I was at a factory and that
was our client meetings for the
week. Who else gets to do that as
their job?
Kelsey: Exposure in terms of
clients, travelling, and meeting
different people. If you want to, you
can really thrive.
Courtney: Getting to know your
client’s business. I also enjoy
reviewing a programme that
another broker has held and being
able to spot gaps and where the
client might be under-insured.
Lauren: For me it’s the
opportunities. Even on a day-today basis I do more than I thought
I’d be able to manage when I
started.
Ashley: I love the face-toface aspect of it all and the
relationships that are formed, as
well as travelling and getting to see
things that you never would if you
worked in any other industry.
What are your goals as Young
Broker Ambassadors?
Bethan: For Manchester my
priority was to create more of
a network between brokers. I

Lauren Dean, management and compliance
assistant, McClarrons. Yorkshire & Northern

wanted to make friends and set
up casual networking sessions.
The first young insurance
professionals’ event we hosted was
attended by 113 people. We had a
really good night and now hold it
every two months .
Kelsey: You can create your own
events. The main aim is that
people make contacts that they
wouldn’t have had otherwise.
What events have you got planned?
Bethan: I set up a committee
with 15 other brokers and
formal meetings to plan events
and delegate them between us.
Next year everyone has a month
to organise either a CPD or
networking event. We should end
up with a year of events that are
diverse enough to attract different
people.
We’re also working on the
Women In Manchester Insurance
Network (WIMIN) which will offer
support and mentoring on issues
affecting women.
Why is it important for young
brokers to develop their network?
Ashley: It’s fundamental.
Insurance is a people business
and it’s good to meet underwriters
and other brokers face-to-face and
share stories.

or to buy a house. It’s the same
regionally. If I want to go on holiday
as well as have a house I have to
push for that promotion.
Courtney: We’re all hungry and
ambitious to move up and learn as
much as we can. Most of us want
to be in a pretty decent position
by the age of 30. You have to prove
yourself so that when a promotion
becomes available, the company
thinks you can fit that role just as
well as somebody who’s been there
for 15 years.
Bethan Perris, client manager, Vista. Greater
Manchester & West Pennine

Bethan: Unofficial mentoring
is really important too. Talking
to people that do what you do
somewhere else and finding
how they’ve dealt with a similar
situation to one you’re facing.
How do broking firms benefit from
their staff being involved in BIBA’s
young broker programmes?
Courtney: Our roles as YBA are
becoming more recognised and,
through attendance of committee
meetings, we are able to gain new
information on hot topics within
the industry to share with our
firms.

Do you think it’s easier to progress
in a smaller firm or a large one with
more structure?
Bethan: I left a larger firm because
I wanted to do a broker manager
role and they made it clear there
were three people in the line ahead
of me. I took a bit of a leap into the
unknown moving to a smaller
broker, I was so used to structured
systems and processes and 100
people to do 100 jobs. Now I’m
getting exposure to exactly what I
wanted at a really young age.

Kelsey Pyne, insurance broker, Griffiths and
Armour. Merseyside & West Cheshire

time at work or at home. I’d also
like to see more flexible working.
We’re paperless now and should
use that to our advantage rather
than having to be stuck at a desk.
Ashley: You see so many people
move jobs in their 20s after two
years because they feel they can’t
get pay rises where they are.
That’s a shame when companies
invest so much in professional
qualifications for young people.
Annual appraisals help to address
this.
FIND OUT MORE: BIBA wants to play
its part in helping younger brokers
progress into the leaders of tomorrow.
Visit www.biba.org.uk/members/
young-broker to sign up for
information and events for young
professionals in the insurance
industry.

Do you feel there’s a difference
between young people in broking
and those who have worked in the
profession for a while?
Bethan: The new wave of people
are really shaking things up now.
We’ve paid so much more to go
to university and we want to get
something out of our degrees.
We need to work harder to get
promotions quicker just to afford
our train fairs to get into London

Courtney Barnes, account manager, Aston
Lark. Central & South East

Ashley Mills, Lloyd’s broker, Shepherd
Compello. Central & South East

What could broking firms do better
to support young people?
Bethan: Young people are
generally so willing to take on so
much work to prove themselves
but many don’t want to admit to
feeling stressed because they
don’t want it to seem like they
can’t cope and risk losing out on
opportunities. I’d like to see firms
checking in with their employees
and making sure they’re doing OK.
Courtney: I think it would be great
to have someone that young people
could talk to confidentially for
support if they’re having a tough

The one who got away
Joe Catris was unable to join the
discussion on the day, he said: “I
started out with a great opportunity
with Archenfield Insurance under
the Jobs Growth Wales Scheme, was
nominated for the Apprentice of the Year award
and was accepted into the Allianz Scholarship
Academy.
Now as a YBA and president of the Cardiff under
35’s institute I’m involved in organising regular
CPD and networking events. It’s very important to
give back by engaging with the younger brokers
and doing what I can to attract young talent to our
fantastic fast-paced industry.
I say to those joining, you will be constantly
developing knowledge and every day is different.
If you have the desire to grow you’ll get the
opportunities no matter your age, gender, ethnicity
or background.”
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FEATURE

What the
broker
thought!
Sharon Bishop
gives us food for
thought from
Close Brothers
Premium
Finance’s
broker survey

E

Sharon Bishop
is CEO of Close
Brothers
Premium Finance

arlier this year Close
Brothers Premium
Finance (CBPF) and
Insurance Age together
conducted a comprehensive survey
of broker attitudes. More than
560 brokers painted an optimistic
picture of the prospects for their
business, but they were also clear
on the significant challenges that
stand between them and continued
growth, in particular the march
of regulation and the inevitable
uncertainty of Brexit.
56% of brokers cited regulatory
and compliance changes as their
top challenge, closely followed by
Brexit (51%). While regulation is
ever-present, Brexit uncertainty
is a shorter-term issue that affects
current confidence and stalls
investment.
Cost is the second major
challenge; 46% of brokers see
commoditisation of insurance and
insurance broking as a worry, while
41% believe cost pressures are
driving consolidation. Insurance
has for several years been in a
race to the bottom, especially in
personal lines, but in SME and
commercial, brokers continue to
juggle advice with price.
SME brokers work hard for their
living. They manage their clients,
undertake risk management, work
with insurers to place cover, handle
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claims and process renewals.
The threat of commoditisation
undermining a brokers’ traditional
role is a concern, and nearly half of
brokers see it as a serious threat.
That should be tempered by the fact
that brokers still fulfil a vital role
for their clients and the appetite
among investors to buy into the
sector is as strong as ever.
Indeed, consolidation is hardly
out of the front pages of the
insurance media, but brokers
seem remarkably sanguine about
it. Nearly two thirds (60%) of
brokers believe it is just part of
normal business life, and many
(30%) believe it enables brokers to
extract better deals for their clients
from insurers.
On the other hand, 35% are
worried that the pace and scale
of consolidation is damaging the
fabric of regional broking, and
25% believe it damages clients
by reducing the amount of choice
available to them. It looks like
brokers think M&A activity is here
to stay; only 17% of brokers think
consolidation is cyclical and will
eventually run out of steam.
Brokers were asked about their
attitudes to premium finance, and
the overwhelming majority (75%)
are happy to fully outsource their
finance requirements to a provider
– like CBPF. Just 11% prefer a self-

funded model and 14% expressed
an interest in a hybrid model
where brokers provide the capital
but the book is administered by a
third party.
Good quality service and ease of
doing business with their premium
finance provider ranked most
highly among brokers, followed by
price. Doing business easily needs
slick and seamless technology.
CBPF has invested heavily in tech
solutions such as e-documentation
and payment services so that
brokers can continue to receive a
flawless service.
Indeed, as payment services
illustrate, much of the heavy
lifting, in terms of capital
investment in technology, is in the
hands of service providers like
CBPF. The message is: ‘we invest
so you don’t have to,’ and perhaps
this explains how the broking
sector will manage the technology
challenge in future.
There is much food for thought
in the CBPF/Insurance Age broking
survey. 62% of respondents were
primarily commercial lines,
11% write personal lines and the
remainder are in both commercial
and personal. If you’d like to know
more about the survey results,
together with more analysis and
comments, you can follow this link:
http://bit.ly/2RTeJ04
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BIBA Schemes
and Facilities
Designed to help members help customers
Did you know that BIBA offers members 24 schemes
providing exclusive products for your clients, helping
you to add value and giving you access to markets that
might not otherwise be available?
Are you looking for services that can help your
business? BIBA’s 11 facilities might include just the
thing you are looking for.
Do you need your own PI insurance? Why not
contact one of BIBA’s 3 accredited PI Brokers.
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BIBA Schemes and Fac
Bollington

R&Q

Direct Insurance London
Market

Beazley

Home & Legacy

Intasure

Yutree

Lorega

Renovation Plan

Magenta Insurance

Marmalade

Litmus Analysis

Worry+Peace

Premium Credit

Sanctions Search

Accelerate Underwriting

Lockton

Manchester Underwriting

Cover for the care sector

Environmental contractors insurance

High net worth home and
motor cover

Liability insurance

Cover for properties undergoing
construction, renovation or
conversion

Young Driver Telematics

Marketplace insurance
search directory

Sanctions checking tool

Brokers PI

II
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Commercial property insurance
with flood cover

Events cover

Holiday homes covered in the UK
and abroad

Loss recovery and After the
Event cover

Escape of water and distressed risks

Financial information on
unrated insurers

Premium finance solution

Schemes management facility

Brokers PI

cilities – exclusive to members
CFC

Tokio Marine Kiln

CNA Hardy

Jackson Lee Underwriting

DTW1991

Opus underwriting

Servca

All Clear

CMR Insurance Services

MR Ratcliffes

Flaxmans

Insure Apps

RPost

S&P Global

QuestGates

Griffiths &Armour

Cyber risks and Product Recall
insurance

Excess liability insurance

Holiday travel insurance

Medical indemnity

Trade credit insurance

Claims Advocacy service

Secure email service

Insurance valuation service

Drone cover – also called Unmanned
Aerial Systems

GAP insurance and leisure
industry cover

Intellectual property insurance

Medical travel insurance

Cover for the transportation sector

Claims made easy tool

Insurer ratings (For brokers
with fewer than 200 staff)

Brokers PI
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Or you can download
from www.biba.org.uk
or contact us for
your own copy of our
Schemes & Facilities
Brochure
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All of BIBA’s schemes
and facilities are
detailed online with
information on what
is offered and who to
contact.

Shaune Worrall
Technical Services
For more information
Manager about BIBA Schemes
020 7397 0234
and Facilities contact
07395 791 194
Nicola Maguire, Head of
worralls@biba.org.uk

Commercial at BIBA on
maguiren@biba.org.uk
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Exclusive
to members
www.biba.org.uk
Member helpline
0344 770 0266

24/04/2019 16:17

BIBA BROKERS CAN GAIN
ACCESS TO GREAT
INSURANCE PRODUCTS

CARE INSURANCE

Bollington

CALL USONO

1625 348584

TO ENQUIRE ABOUT AN AGENCY WITH US, OR

Bollington Underwriting Limited Registered Number: 02074674 is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, and is wholly owned by
The Bollington Wilson Group Limited, Registered Number: 10889686. Registered Office: Adlington Court, Adlington Business Park, Adlington, Cheshire
SK10 4NL.
BOLL 277 10/18

YOUR PREMIUM
F I N A N C E PR OV I D ER
Utilising over 25 years expertise in financial services
to offer you a first class experience
•

Flexible repayment options for your customers
with no hidden charges

•

Branded solution available with associated
documentation

•

Full API providing direct integration options
into web-journeys and back office system

Register your interest
0330 0580 866 | contactus@redapplefinance.co.uk
www.redapplefinance.co.uk

Red Apple Finance Limited | Global Reach Dunleavy Drive Cardiff CF11 0SN. Registered in England and Wales
No.11248609. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority No.814757.
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SCHEMES FOCUS

BIBA Schemes and Facilities
have it covered
Mike Hallam spotlights three different providers
to highlight how BIBA’s exclusive member
schemes and facilities can help you

Be Brexit Ready!

Mike Hallam is
BIBA’s Head
of Technical
Services

Insurance professionals and
logistics providers operating
overseas need to be fully aware of
the complexities and requirements
should a “no-deal” Brexit scenario
become reality, says BIBA’s motor
fleet, haulage and transportation
scheme provider MR Ratcliffe.
Since 28 March 2019, all UK
trailers over 750kgs being used
abroad must be registered with
the DVSA (Driver & Vehicle
Standards Agency) and are given
a “registration number” for
display on the trailer on bespoke
registration plates. Registration
documentation for each trailer
has to be kept with the trailer at
all times.
While Green Cards for foreign
use are not currently required it is
possible, in the event of “no-deal”,
that both the motive unit and the
trailer would need their own Green
Cards with the relevant details and
their specific registration numbers.
Brokers might want to consider
providing annual Green Cards
now, for all their clients’ vehicles
and trailers which could be taken
abroad. This might avoid any
problems obtaining documentation
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from their insurers nearer the
deadline date.
A number of the composite
haulage insurers now have
dedicated teams to provide this
documentation in the run up to
the deadline date and Green Cards
can often be ordered online by
providing the full client details
along with the relevant vehicle and
trailer registration numbers.
Another documentation issue
is the requirement for drivers to
have International Driving Permits
(IDP) while driving abroad. Some
EU countries have confirmed that
the IDP will not be required while
driving through their countries,
but others, namely Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech
Republic, France, Italy, Malta, the
Netherlands, Romania, Slovakia
and Sweden, have stated that
drivers who hold a UK photo licence
will also require an IDP to drive in
their country.
Drivers need to ensure that there
is at least six months validity on
their passports after the 31 October
deadline to avoid problems with the
relevant EU authorities.
These requirements may well
change prior to the approaching
deadline. Brokers would be well-

advised to be vigilant to ensure
clients know their responsibilities
and documentation requirements
in the run up to “B” day!

For more information about the
Transportation scheme contact
Mike Shaw on 01242 544513
or email : biba@ratcliffes.co.uk

Technology in claims
assessments
Flooding, such as that seen in
Lincolnshire this summer, can
mean misery for businesses and
many may face further stress
at the thought of pursuing an
insurance claim says Lorega,
BIBA’s Loss Recovery provider.
Damaged stock, shutting down of
machinery and business premises
being put out of action while drying
out processes and repairs are
completed, all cause significant
business interruption and farreaching effects on the livelihoods
of business owners.
Flood claims can also present a
real challenge for loss adjusters,
as they try to gain access to the
premises. It is vital for them to be
able to swiftly assess the impact
and losses so they can expedite

claims and get the business back
up and running as soon as possible.
Being able to obtain data on the
loss on-site means more efficient
management of the claim and
a faster resolution for both the
policyholder and insurer.
However, in cases of severe
flooding, particularly in rural
areas, a loss adjuster may struggle
to reach the affected premise; with
delays causing further stress.
To address these challenges, loss
adjusters are making greater use of
video technology in the assessment
and adjudication of claims. At this
year’s BIBA conference, Lorega
launched their latest development,
a live-streaming service which
policyholders can use to show
pictures of damage which allows us
to provide faster claims mitigation
and near immediate access to
expert support remotely from the
point of the claim’s notification. In
instances where they are unable
to quickly access a property, live
streaming will allow them to see
the full physical details of the loss
within minutes of it being reported.
This innovative service will also
enable Lorega to deliver accurate
advice on security and mitigation
measures to all customer claims
that warrant it.
For Lorega, the investment
in live streaming technology to
support customers is an important
enhancement to customer service,
helping provide expert help to
minimise the impact, cost and
disruption of a property claim.
Lorega has been BIBA’s appointed
provider for Loss Recovery Insurance
since 2016. Lorega also provides BIBA
members with access to an After the
Event insurance scheme.

To find out more, please visit;
www.lorega.com/biba

Are we winning the
war against underinsurance?
Alistair Stewart of BIBA’s Valuation
facility QuestGates looks at the
evidence. Under-insurance
has always been a problem –
potentially devastating for a client
if only discovered at the time
of a claim, causing friction for
the loss adjuster endeavouring
to agree settlement and risking
reputational damage to both
insurer and broker.
While inadequate sums insured
aren’t set intentionally, for many
years we uncovered staggering
levels of under-insurance with
little sign of improvement.
QuestGates has found almost
90% of the properties surveyed
were under-insured and by some
considerable margin.
Suddenly though, the data
improved. In our latest Valuations
Survey, involving properties
inspected in 2018 as operators
of BIBA’s Valuation Facility, both
frequency and extent of underinsurance fell.
Evidence from claims managed
by QuestGates in the period shows
the number of claims payments
reduced due to under-insurance
fell by over 30%.
Is this just coincidence? I
suspect not. The benefits of
setting accurate risk values are

far better understood now and the
information promoted via member
associations like BIBA has been
welcomed. I hope the other reason
is that it is far easier to engage
a professional to assist with
calculating the correct value and,
of course, the Insurance Act has
placed greater responsibility on
brokers to ensure fair presentation
of risk.
There is definite improvement,
but complacency would be
ill-advised. We still regularly
see cases where no demolition
costs or professional fees have
been allowed for, just the pure
re-build cost. Online valuation
tools, whilst cheap and easy, can
lead to important features like
basements, car parks or costly ecofriendly features being missed, so
it is crucial we all play our part in
keeping this subject high on the
agenda at client meetings.
As Benjamin Franklin said, “It
takes many good deeds to build a
reputation and only one bad one to
lose it...”
QuestGates manage the BIBA
accredited valuations facility to assist
brokers with buildings valuations as
well as plant, machinery, fine art and
antiques, engineering and technology
and business interruption.

Contact Alistair Steward on
0121 794 3150 or
biba@questgates.co.uk
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INTERVIEW

Regional voices
The heart of BIBA is its regional footprint. Simon Carlon,
chair of the Greater Manchester and West Pennine region
talks to BIBA about making his region beat

G

etting involved in
BIBA is one of the best
things I have done, says
Simon Carlon, account
executive at AJ Gallagher UK
Retail, the recently appointed
chair of BIBA’s Greater Manchester
and West Pennine region, “and
it’s a great opportunity to put
something back into the industry.”
Simon first became personally
involved with BIBA about four
years ago having been approached
by then chair John Batty to join
the regional committee. “It’s been
a fairly whirlwind experience
since then, and it is a real honour
to be appointed chair earlier this
year. I am really looking forward
to the next two years in office and
driving forward our agenda.”
The role of the regional
operation is simple – to represent
the views of members, promote
the growth of insurance broking
in the region and deliver on BIBA
Manifesto commitments and calls
to action. And this last point is one
that Simon is keen to progress.
Future delivery
“During my tenure, one of our
main focuses will be building
on BIBA’s current manifesto
commitment to bring new talent
into broking. This really is a live
issue – a few years ago Gallagher
was sponsor of the Chartered
Insurance Institute’s Young
Members’ Ball – with a table at the
event. Between Leeds, Liverpool
and Manchester offices we really
struggled to fill the table of ten. It
was a bit of a shock and a wakeup call that really helped to
concentrate our minds.”
“I know there are many
younger people joining insurers
in underwriting and claims – but
broking, which is one of the most
varied and socially mobile parts of
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our sector in my view, is missing
out. Background and education
are not barriers to success – many
broker owners do not have A levels
or degrees. Broking is a real people
business which is open to all - and
where talent can shine.”
One of the first initiatives in
this area is already underway,
said Simon, “as we plan to launch
our own version of Aon’s StepUp programme later this year.
That programme takes ten under
privileged youngsters each year
and provides them with a mixture
of training – from broking through
to soft skills – over a six-week
programme. Aon has shared their
knowledge and experience with
us about the programme and we
will be running our version across
a number of broking firms within
the membership.
“We don’t need sponsorship
in the first instance to get this
up and running - although we
may well approach insurers or
recruiters for support. That said,
we will certainly follow the Aon
example and fit out the candidates
with suits and smart outfits for
the programme with the support
of sponsors. Aon will also help
us by providing access to the
recruitment company they use to
find the youngsters. This is a really
exciting initiative for us and one
we know will work.”
Management heavy
Outside of this initiative, the other
main goal for Simon’s tenure is to
improve engagement across the
whole of the Greater Manchester
and Pennine region, or the
“Northern Flanks” as it is known.
“We run a variety of events for the
region – from knowledge days to
compliance forums not to mention
the always over-subscribed annual
dinner – but these are often in the

central and Greater Manchester
area. We want to extend our reach
in the rest of our region– including
Bolton, Preston and Blackburn. We
know it can be a pain for members
to travel into Manchester for
events and we aim to run smaller
events in these areas to build
more member engagement. One
option might even be to set up
sub committees to help make this
happen”.
The Greater
Manchester and West
Northern
Pennine region
Ireland
is one of the
Regional Chair
most active of
Lindsay
Cunningham
BIBA’s eleven
BIBA
regions – with
197 members
representing
more than 5,000 people
– and it has a strong reputation in
the area.
“Overall,” says Simon,
“the region benefits from the
concentration of brokers (and
insurers) in central Manchester
– and has a steady supply of
potential committee members – in
fact it has a waiting list.
“I know however that other
regions are not so fortunate and
driving member engagement
is one of the key talking points
at our quarterly regional chair
meetings.”
He went to explain that the
meetings are an opportunity for
representatives from all of the
BIBA regions to get an update from
the BIBA team and for BIBA to hear
directly from the regions. As he
says: “It is a great way for our voice
– and those of all the regions – to
be heard, and we certainly are
listened to.”
Collaborations
Simon is also a great supporter of
collaboration, in particular with

I want to get more brokers
involved, as the more that take
part, the greater the network and
the greater the benefit to all
the Chartered Insurance Institute
(CII). “The professional body”, he
says, “does not really get involved
in lobbying activity but working
with the smaller local institutes
can help our visibility across the
sector. “We work closely with the
CII’s Manchester Institute – on an
informal and ad hoc basis.
“For example we both have
Young Member Committees that
can share ideas and help drive
change. It’s good to look at how we
can work together”.
On a personal level, Simon’s
employer is very supportive
of his involvement
with BIBA – and it
Yorkshire
understands the
& Northern
benefits that

Scotland
Regional Chair
Ian Langley
Hamilton Fraser

Regional Chair
Sharon West
Lexelle

Greater
Manchester
Regional Chair
Simon Carlon
Arthur J Gallagher

Merseyside
& West
Cheshire
Regional Chair
Michael Wood
Griffiths & Armour

South
Wales
Regional Chair
Frank Walsh
Archenfield
Insurance
Management
Ltd

larger brokers gain from BIBA’s
political and regulatory lobbying
role. For those from smaller
brokers, in his view getting
involved with BIBA can also bring
benefits, in terms of raising the
individual’s, and their firms’
profile with insurers and partners.
So, what would Simon change
if he could overnight? “Two
things really – wider member
engagement and more regional
political involvement”. In terms of
engagement, he explains: “I want
to get more brokers involved, as
the more that take part, the greater
the network and the greater the
benefit to all. And in terms of
political engagement, I think that
both smaller and larger brokers
could get more involved on a local
level, building relationships with
local MPs and organisations.
BIBA is superb at political and
regulatory lobbying – but we can
do more at a local level to support
this work.

East Midlands
West
Midlands

Regional Chair
Tom Hall
Hallsdale Insurance
Brokers Ltd

Anglia

Regional Chair
Kirsty McNamara
Perkins Slade Ltd

West of
England
Regional Chair
Nicola Maguire
BIBA

Regional Chair
Laura High
Yutree Insurance Ltd

Central, &
South East
Regional Chair
James Nattrass
Marsh Ltd
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REGULATION

Got enough,
or just had
enough?
As the regulator looks at firms’
financial resources, HM Revenue
& Customs looks at broker fees
as a source of tax income

T

David Sparkes is
BIBA’s Head of
Compliance and
Training

he Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA)
has always placed a
requirement on firms
to hold and maintain adequate
resources in line with its Threshold
Conditions (COND 2.4). While many
view this as just having enough
money to pay debts as they fall due,
the requirement extends to having
sufficient financial resources
in times of adverse trading
conditions. It also extends to nonfinancial resources, such as having
enough people within the business
to service clients; to monitor
compliance with FCA rules; and,
if no longer viable, to manage the
run-down of the business in an
orderly way.
At the time of going to press, the
FCA had published its consultation
paper CP19/20 on Assessing
Adequate Financial Resources,
which looks to set out the FCA’s
expectations in this area. In the
report, the FCA states: ‘In the 5
years between 2013 and 2017, the
Financial Services Compensation
Scheme (FSCS) has paid a total of
£846 million in compensation for
claims made against FCA soloregulated firms. Over 70% of these
are for firms not subject to detailed
prudential standards.’ There is
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an unwritten inference in this
statement that these firms had not
been complying with their COND
2.4 obligations.
Somewhat surprisingly, the
FCA also observes: ‘The inability
to compensate consumers, and
the transfer of these costs to
other market participants via the
FSCS levy, is unfair and places
an unnecessary burden on other
firms.’ Some may say this should
have been said before brokers
started picking up the cost for PPI
mis-selling.
As the FCA has been looking
to firms to ensure that they have
enough financial resources,
so Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) is consulting
on whether broker arrangement
and administration fees should
come within the scope of
Insurance Premium Tax (IPT).
In its consultation paper, HMRC
contends that insurance brokers
have been moving away from
a commission-based model of
revenue to a fee-based one. This,
they suggest, is to provide a means
for customers to reduce their IPT
liability.
There is a form of irony to this
assumption. Were HMRC to talk to
the FCA, they might discover that

they would prefer it if insurance
brokers were to stop receiving
commission and operate on a feefrom-clients basis, just like the FCA
has mandated in the investment
intermediation market. While
insurance brokers are generally
perceived to be advising one party
to a contract but obtaining their
income principally from the other,
the regulator will perceive there to
be a potential conflict of interests.
If HMRC continued to talk to
the FCA, they might also obtain
from the regulator its data on
insurance broker remuneration
sources, gathered from brokers’
Retail Mediation Activity Returns.
FCA data published within its data
bulletin, The retail intermediary
market 2018, indicates that at a
collective level, the proportion of
brokers’ income from commission
and income from fees have
remained relatively static over
the period from 2013 to 2018
(commission accounting for 8384% of income; fees accounting
for 11-12% of income; and other
sources remaining a static 5%).
So as firms consider whether
they have enough resources,
they may be forgiven for having
had enough of the focus on their
earnings.

CHARITY INSURANCE

Our technology’s
moving on. Our values
stay the same.
We’ve developed our online systems so that you can
now quickly and simply produce quotes and policy
documentation for your charity clients. Of course, we still
give a large percentage of our profits to good causes. And
we’re still the experts in not-for-profit insurance. Because
some things never change.
Discover more at www.ansvar.co.uk
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FEATURE

Mind the
Airbnb Gap
Insurers, brokers and insureds need to keep pace with the changing nature
of home use – from short-term letting and sharing to home working.
Anna-Marie Powell looks at the changing nature of property insurance
and how brokers can help ensure customers get the right cover

Y

ou don’t need to be a
genius to know the way
we use our homes is
changing:
• Usage trends are beginning
to change with a mixture of
private and commercial use
• Homes are being used more for
business and work
• Short-term letting and sharing
of property is becoming prolific,
whether that’s letting a room
on Airbnb.com, a parking
space on JustPark.com or
sharing storage space on
sharemystorage.com
The use of property sharing
platforms like Airbnb, HomeAway
and Booking.com have grown
rapidly in the UK – with an
estimated one million properties
now available via property
sharing platforms. These range
from spare rooms, annexes to
whole houses across a mixture of
primary residences and second
or investment homes run as
both amateur and professional
operations.
The rapid pace of change has
meant that traditional property
insurance does not cover such
changes of use as standard.
In fact, according to a report
last year by sharing economy

Anna-Marie
Powell is
Marketing
Director at Pikl

insurance specialist broker Pikl
(Pikl Sharing Economy Report
2019 – Property Focus
www.pikl.com/sharing-economyinsurance-report) – not one UK
property insurer covered shortterm lets activity such as Airbnb
as standard under either Home
or Landlord policies (based on
90% of the market by premium
surveyed).
The survey also showed
that more than a third (39%)
of insurers will void standard
policies if Airbnb style activity is
disclosed, with 54% allowing the
policy to remain active for four
weeks even though they will not
actually provide relevant cover for
paying guests. After four weeks
93% of insurers voided the policy
entirely.
All the insurers surveyed
required customers to disclose
this activity, however the reality
is that they are not currently
asked to disclose the information
at point of quote on either price
comparison sites or through open
market question sets on broker
software houses. In addition,
less than 30% of Airbnb’ers have
disclosed this activity to their
insurance provider.
So how can brokers meet both
the expectations of insurers and

It’s a big ask to expect consumers to
understand that they need to disclose this
activity without the proper signposting
and questioning and this is something
which brokers need to consider
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still identify and meet the needs
of customers?
Some sharing economy
platforms, including Airbnb,
do market guarantees for
property damage for people
using their website. However,
many consumers mistakenly
believe this is insurance. It isn’t.
The processes, exclusions and
limits for these guarantees are
usually inadequate for anything
other than very small incidental
issues and the gap in cover and
expectation is alarming when
you consider PwC predicts that
sharing economy activity is set to
grow to £140bn by 2025.
Louise Birritteri, CEO of
Pikl wants the industry to
work together to help educate
consumers and find solutions
to resolve this gap. “People that
participate in this sort of shortterm letting activity, known as
hosts, are usually innocently
trying to make a bit of extra
cash from their assets and often
do not realise they are leaving
themselves open to considerable
liabilities by not having the right
cover in place.
“It’s a big ask to expect
consumers to understand that
they need to disclose this activity
without the proper signposting
and questioning and this is
something which brokers may
want to consider as part of their
role in assessing customer
demands and needs. Brokers have
the advantage of close interaction
with their clients and being able
to properly identify these types of
problems for their clients is where
brokers can add considerable
value to for their service.”

Unfortunately, consumer
awareness of the need for specific
‘Airbnb cover’ is very low, due to
the low frequency of high impact
incidents such as fire or serious
injury – and a lack of consistent
educational coverage in the trade
and consumer media. This is
where BIBA members can play a
vital role - in raising awareness,
educating and identifying
clients on the need for specialist
insurance.
First, working closely with
insurers to understand what
information they need about
property sharing will help get
processes in place to meet this
when selling property insurances.
Next, considering working with

price comparison sites where
possible may help them properly
identify customers’ demands
and needs and have the right
signposting to solutions and
highlight exclusions; and finally,
brokers interaction with questionset standards setter Polaris
could lead to the development of
common standards and processes
to help identify these risks at
point of quote.
Brokers have a key opportunity
to help customers in these new
and changing markets to get the
right insurance, and its important
as an industry that we start to
act now to ensure that property
owners acting as hosts aren’t
inviting in insurance problems.

What is the Gap?
Home Insurance does not allow short term
paying guests or sharing activity in a primary
residence. Landlord insurance only permits
a specific type of long-term tenant and does
not allow short term paying guest or sharing
activity.
Covers usually excluded for guests are:
• Fire, smoke and explosion
• Escape of water or oil
• Theft without forced entry
• Accidental damage to property
• Malicious damage to property
• Public liability for property damage and
bodily injury
• Legal expenses
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TECHNICAL

All about the analysis
Since its launch in 2016 the BIBA Litmus Test Report (BLTR) has provided members
with a tool that helps them make an informed decision about the insurers they select,
Peter Hughes of Litmus Analysis looks at how the BLTR has developed

A

n early Christmas
present, the BIBA Litmus
Test Report (BTLR) was
launched in December
2016 as a result of members telling
BIBA that they wanted to be able to
understand the numbers behind
the headlines of unrated insurers.
Our team at Litmus Analysis
worked closely with BIBA for some
months to create a tool born out
of the data on unrated insurers
provided by AM Best and the many
years of experience analysing
complex insurance company data
in Litmus.
At launch we were very clear
that the BLTR is not a ratings

service; it is a tool to aid insurer
selection. The tool, available on the
BIBA website exclusively to BIBA
members, now covers 36 insurers,
which can be checked using a
simple search facility. The BLTR
is a real aid to brokers’ decisionmaking process as nearly 3,000
users have discovered since its
launch. The data provided by A.M.
Best is condensed into a number of
key financial pointers that can be
interpreted using the guides that
sit alongside the data.
A typical BLTR on an insurer
will return capital ratios including
premium and investment
leverage as well as underwriting

Capital Ratios
Ratios based on Reported Shareholders’ Funds
Premium Leverage
Reserve Leverage
Investment Leverage
Credit Risk
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Category

78.26%

3

466.68%

5

63.64%

4

160.20%

3

profitability and liquidity. They
are not simply presented as
absolute numbers but compare the
company’s performance against
a cohort of their peers presenting
each particular ratio as a quintile
based on its ranking in the cohort,
all described fully in the guides.
The results are presented
visually so it is easy to see at a
glance when a particular insurer
may need further investigation.
The categorisations are relative
(to the benchmark cohort) not
absolute. The use of the largest
applicable insurers for the
benchmark calculations means
that a highly representative
outcome should be seen.
Time relevance
To keep the information returned
to members current the BLTR
data on individual insurers is
updated with their accounting
figures most recently filed as soon
as this becomes available from AM
Best. The cohorts for comparison
are updated annually, and are
based on a three year average to
avoid volatility and to ensure there
is not an issue caused by a lag in
filing the accounts. Of course, as
with any report, the information
is a snapshot of the company’s

Benchmark categories
Better
10%

%age of benchmark cohort in each category
20%

40%

1

20.81%

2

62.65%

3

96.86%

4

66.22%

5

477.73%

performance at that time, and the
actual position may improve or
deteriorate.
Report enhancements
Because the BLTR works by
ranking the various ratios from
‘best’ or ‘strongest’ to ‘worst’
or ‘weakest’ in the cohort It is
important to note that higher
ratio outcomes are better in some
instances and worse in others.
When first launched the cohort
results were simply split five
categories via four benchmarks for
each ratio: calculated and defined
as follows: from the best/strongest

Worse
20%

10%

Better

How the ratio categories are shown in the BLTR

Worse

How it works – the new ! benchmark
Operating Ratio incl
OUI*
(2 year average)

9.88%

1!

1,005.58%

5!

Reserve Leverage

to the worst/weakest.
However, we have seen
instances where an insurer
covered by the BLTR is outside the
range of the benchmark cohort; i.e.
their outcome is either better than

Key principles for using the BLTR
• The report is a tool to assist in your own assessment of an insurer, not a rating or
recommendation
• For every insurer covered, its ratios are benchmarked against 50 relevant UK nonlife insurers to help ‘categorise’ the strength of the insurers ratios.
• There are 5 Categories where a ratio in ‘One’ is consistent with the strongest 10th
percentile of the cohort and ‘Five’ is consistent with the weakest 10th percentile
with the others sitting in between.
• An exclamation mark shows a result that is either significantly worse than the
benchmark for Cat 5 or significantly better than the benchmark for Cat 1.
• The BLTR calculates four capital ratios based on both reported and adjusted
shareholder’s funds as well as underwriting and operational profitability,
reinsurance use and liquidity: each categorised 1 (strongest) to 5 (weakest). Size
and growth rates are also shown.

the best in the cohort or worse
than the worst.
There have also been instances
where a covered insurer is
substantially better than the
benchmark for category 1, or
substantially worse than the
benchmark for category 5.
To signal these instances the
reports now show an exclamation
mark “!” be added where
applicable to categories 1 and 5,
and displayed as 1! or 5!.
When you see an exclamation mark
in a BLTR report you know that:
• Either the ratio is better/worse
than the whole benchmark
cohort
• Or that it’s a lot better/worse
than the benchmarks that define
the change from category 1 to 2
or from category 4 to 5 (the best
or worst 10%).
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INNOVATION

Teamwork makes
the dream work
BIBA’s second Hackathon had the same aim as the first: to see what eight
teams comprising the brightest minds in InsurTech could do to solve specific
challenges in only six hours

B

oth the start and end
point of Hackathon2019
were focused around
brokers.
The challenges were devised
following a survey of BIBA
members to find what pain points
they had within their businesses.
Once the hackers worked their
magic, brokers were the ones to
vote for the idea that would be of
most benefit to them, at a special
conference session.
The look and feel of the ‘Hack
Zone’ was more akin to Google’s
HQ than what you might normally
expect to see at a work area at an
insurance conference, and the
teams and their work spaces were
decked out in their team colours.
As it turned out, the winning
team was actually ‘team Grey’ but
their solution was far from drab!
They were faced with the
challenge of supercharging
insurer/broker relationships – a
strong theme that brokers told us
affects them throughout all stages
of the policy cycle, from quote to
claim.
Firstly, team Grey needed
to get to the root of the issue.
David Treen, Digital Marketing
Executive from Aon who was in
the team explains.
“We began by deciphering
what exactly the problems were
between broker and insurer
interactions. The team asked
their questions to exhibitors and
attendees at the BIBA conference,
and concluded that the quality
of submissions was the biggest
issue.”

Andy Thornley is
BIBA’s innovation
lead
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The challenges

• Help brokers to avoid
becoming over-loaded with
information
• Help customers to avoid
under-insurance
• Supercharge interactions
between brokers and
insurers
“Broker’s cannot be experts
in every field and they found
that they sometimes ask the
wrong questions during their
submissions which results in
the insurer asking for more
information, ultimately delaying
the whole process and wasting
valuable time.”
Team Grey’s answer was one
that provided a dynamic list of
frequently asked questions which
could help solve the problem.
“The solution was to create
a real-time data library which
would rank the most frequently
asked questions from insurers,

specific to line of cover and
industry of applicant, to help
create better quality submissions
and reduce additional questions
from insurers,” added Treen.
“The idea of the platform is
that insurers would be able to log
on and upload lists of question
sets which would allow brokers
to have visibility over what types
of questions are applicable for
different areas of cover.
“The questions get ranked in
real-time by how frequently they
are asked, and insurers could
have the option to provide contact
details if they have expertise in
one of the specific areas.”
“And so, Team Grey’s FAQuality
was born”
During the Hackathon, Grey
Team member Laurence Hunter,
Insurance Lead at InsurTech
bicycle insurer Laka, was
genuinely excited by this solution.
“If I wasn’t working where I am
right now, I’d definitely start this
company”, said the Hacker from
Laka in conversation with BIBA’s
own Innovation guru.
Brokers were also impressed.
The team conducted a survey of 75
brokers and 85% thought that this
solution would solve the problem
of inadequate submissions, giving
it their seal of approval.
The ethos of Hackathon 2019
is that no one party holds the
intellectual property of the
solutions. BIBA’s cross-industry
Innovation working group is
currently investigating how this
idea might be taken forward with
partners in the industry.

If I wasn’t working where I am right now,
I’d definitely start this company

The Highly
Commended Ideas
Team Red – Under-insurance

Challenged with finding a way to avoid
under-insurance.
On site research revealed that lots of
sum insured setting by customers was
guesswork.
They created Valu8 a consumer
focused platform to assist with
customer experience specifically within
household insurance.
It’s an app on which customers
provide their home location (postcode)
and uses geo location to collect data
then machine learning to identify
house size, collects data from zoopla
to identify house cost etc. This then
gives the customer an estimate of sums
insured.
Added functions include downloading
pictures of high priced items and
ultimately machine learning will identify
value.
The feedback:
“It sounds like a really good idea for the
customer”

Team Blue – Supercharging
interaction between insurers
and brokers

The Winning Team

Laurence Hunter – Laka
Ben Rose, Shannon Fort, Sean
McConnell and David Treen – Aon
Scott Mewse – Towergate
Jack Collison – Marmalade
Caspar Mackensie – Konsileo

Hackathon

[ hak-uh-thon

]

Event
A hackathon
is a design sp
rint-like even
in which comp
t
uter programm
ers and others
involved in so
ftware develop
ment, including
graphic desig
ners, interfac
e designers,
project mana
gers, and oth
ers, often inc
domain expe
luding
rts, collaborat
e intensively
software projec
on
ts.

Challenged with understanding what
problems brokers have in insurer
interactions.

Onsite research revealed that there
are too many policy wordings and
not enough time to quickly and easily
compare cover and terms leading to a
fear of missing key covers/exclusions.
They created – Broker Genie to allow
brokers to compare wordings. This
platform would allow users to upload all
policy wordings and aggregates them
all together to create a comparison of
various insurance covers and exclusions
in a table.
It includes verification by allowing site
of the wording of a clause or exclusion.
Also identifies ambiguities within the
wording - which can then be clarified
with the insurer.
The feedback:
“A solution like this would be great, it
would help save time”
Team Blue have now secured a spot into
the next Lloyd’s lab cohort.
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PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY

Hardening
Markets –
Opportunities
and Dangers
What are the impacts for
brokers of a hardening market?
Matt Maclaren discusses

A

Matt MacLaren
is Professional
Risks Director
at Griffiths &
Armour, BIBAaccredited PI
broker

s a specialist professional
indemnity (PI) broker it
is becoming increasingly
common to hear of
complaints about insurers who
have exited the market, or where
capacity has shrunk and conditions
have hardened. Our view is this is
an opportunity for brokers. Trusted
advisers are required more than
ever. However, hard markets do
present a number of dangers for
brokers following many years in a
soft market.
There are numerous factors to
the hardening of the PI market;
15 years of under-performance
and unsustainable pricing sit right
at the core. More specific recent
factors are the Grenfell Tower
fire and the ensuing fire safetyrelated concerns, several very
significant global PI market losses
and last year’s Lloyd’s market
review which identified non-US PI
as the second worst performing
insurance class. The latter led to the
sudden withdrawal of numerous
markets, with many of those
remaining having to re-engineer
their business plans according to
‘remediation’ rather than ‘growth’.
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With soft markets characterised
by oversupply of capacity, pricing
reductions and enhanced policies
or products, it is logical that these
switch into complete reverse during
harder conditions. They then turn
from a positive to a danger and it is
a good idea for brokers to be fully
attuned to these in order to navigate
a safe course through.
The over-arching danger is
dissatisfied customers. This is
usually the formative stage of
negligence claims. Even where
there has been no wrong-doing on
the part of the broker, dissatisfied
customers are more minded to
bring complaints and allegations if
relationships have been strained.
The most fundamental breach
a broker can make is the failure to
effect insurance. This isn’t as rare
as you might think. We have helped
numerous brokers in the last year
as late non-renewals, constructive
declinatures and a lack of excess
layer capacity have become all too
frequent.
A common consequence of a
hardening market is restrictions
in coverage; e.g. moves from AOC
(Any One Claim) to aggregate

cover. Where a broker has not
given this sufficient consideration
or communicated cover changes
effectively they could be exposed.
This is more likely to happen where
a broker is forced to find a new
insurer or where a broker is not
aware the supporting insurer has
been replaced on a scheme, facility
or agency.
So, with all these dangers, where
are the opportunities of a hardening
market that I mentioned earlier?
The simple answer is that such
markets put the spotlight on
professionalism and expertise.
Those brokers who show a high
degree in both their culture and
working practices, whether this be
the quality of the communications
with clients, the attention they have
to understanding their businesses
and its needs, working in a spirit of
trust and cooperation or the careful
selection of the right long-term
insurer solution, will go a long way
in ensuring that they can safely
navigate through and prosper in
hardening markets. After all, as PI
purchasers ourselves, we expect
our own PI brokers to work with us
in exactly this manner.

With you every step
of the way.
We’ll always be there to support you, from placement
of tailored cover and risk management, through to our
in-house claims handling and advocate services.
On top of our unparalleled Lloyd’s and London
insurance market access, BIBA members also benefit
from two exclusive PI facilities through Liberty Mutual
Insurance and Omnyy (offering Lloyd’s of London
capacity). Wherever you are in your journey, we’re
there to get your firm the best deal.

To find out more call one of the Lockton team
on 0117 906 5001
Alternatively contact Brian Boehmer
on 0207 933 2083 or email
brian.boehmer@uk.lockton.com

locktoninternational.com

Broking done differently

Get our expertise

working for you.

If you’re looking for an insurer
relationship that’s meaningful,
rather than simply transactional,
look no further than RSA.
We celebrate our partnerships by investing in
easier, faster, smarter ways to take your
business and ours to the next level.
We’ll protect what matters to our customers –
from individuals to corner shops to corporate
multinationals – by putting the expertise of
RSA to work:
Flexibility and underwriting appetite
Accessible risk management expertise
An award-winning claims service

Find out more
at rsagroup.com

